Background: Rhinoviruses belong to the picornavirus family and are small, icosahedral, non-enveloped viruses containing one positive RNA strand. Human rhinovirus 16 (HRV16) belongs to the major receptor group of rhinoviruses, for which the cellular receptor is intercellular adhesion molecule-1 (ICAM-1). In many rhinoviruses, one of the viral coat proteins (VP1) contains a hydrophobic pocket which is occupied by a fatty acid-like molecule, or so-called 'pocket factor'. Antiviral agents have been shown to bind to the hydrophobic pocket in VP1, replacing the pocket factor. The presence of the antiviral compound blocks uncoating of the virus and in some cases inhibits receptor attachment. A refined, high-resolution structure would be expected to provide further information on the nature of the pocket factor and other features previously not clearly identified.
Introduction
Human rhinovirus 16 (HRV16) , like other picornaviruses [1] , is constructed from sixty copies of each of four viral proteins (VPs) arranged to form an icosahedral shell around a single strand of positive-sense RNA. The three major coat proteins, VP1, VP2 and VP3 (each with molecular weight of approximately 30 000), have the antiparallel ␤-barrel topology observed in many viral capsid proteins. The fourth, smaller protein, VP4 (molecular weight 7000), lies on the interior of the protein shell and is in contact with the packaged RNA. VP4 and VP2 are cleaved from a precursor, VP0, after the formation of protomers consisting of VP1, VP3 and VP0. This maturation cleavage is required for infectivity and happens after RNA packaging [2] . Assembly proceeds via pentamers, but it is not known whether RNA is packaged by accretion of pentamers or whether RNA is inserted into preformed empty particles.
The three-dimensional structure of HRV16 was previously determined at 3.5 Å resolution [3] . HRV16 and HRV14 [4] belong to the major receptor group of rhinoviruses [5] , for which the cellular receptor is intercellular adhesion molecule-1 (ICAM-1) [6, 7] . There is a deep surface depression, the 'canyon', about each fivefold axis into which the ICAM-1 molecule has been shown to bind [8] .
A number of antiviral compounds have been investigated crystallographically in complex with HRV14 [9] , poliovirus 1 and poliovirus 3 [10] , HRV1A [11] , HRV16 [3] and coxsackievirus B3 [12] . The antiviral agents bind to the hydrophobic pocket in VP1 to block uncoating of the viral particles [13, 14] and, in the case of the some rhinoviruses, also inhibit receptor attachment [15] . In the first studies of the antiviral compounds, it was suggested that the hydrophobic pocket may have significance in the viral life cycle [9] . This pocket binds a possibly cellularderived 'pocket factor' [16] which may regulate capsid stability during cell entry [3, 4] .
Incubation of HRV14 with soluble receptor, reduction of pH and an increase in temperature to 52°C all induce structural changes in the virion that result in the loss of VP4 [3, 4, 17] , externalization of VP1 [18] and production of non-infectious 'A' particles. RNA is subsequently lost from A particles in the formation of empty 80S particles. It has recently been shown that a possible intermediate in this reaction is a particle with partial loss of VP4 and no RNA, but which still has bound receptors [19] . VP4, released from the shell, may play a role in delivering the viral genome across the cell membrane. Release of VP4 from the virion is required for infectivity in HRV14 [2] . In poliovirus, the mature virion with a single mutation in VP4 is not infectious, although it is capable of normal uncoating to form 135S A particles lacking VP4 [20] .
We report here the phase extension and refinement of the structure of HRV16 to 2.9 Å resolution, the diffraction limit of the original data set (data set I) [3] . In addition, new data with a minimum Bragg spacing of 2.15 Å (data set II) have been analyzed and used for an independent structural refinement. The biological significance of RNA stacking against a tryptophan residue was studied by introducing site-directed mutations at this position.
Results

Structure description of native HRV16
Refinement of the structure of HRV16 has allowed modeling of some features not observed in the 3.5 Å structure [3] (Table 1) . Extra residues were modeled at the N and C termini of viral proteins 1, 2 and 4. The pocket factor noted in the original structure appears to be longer after refinement. The N-terminal myristate and RNA bases interacting with the viral protein coat have been identified on the interior surface of the viral shell. The refined structures of HRV16 determined from data sets I and II have significant differences only in the vicinity of the hydrophobic binding pocket in VP1, with a root mean square (rms) distance between corresponding C␣ atoms in the two independently refined structures of 0.09 Å. The higher resolution data set II shows that residues 2088 and 3189 have two conformations, with approximately half occupancy of each (Note residue numbers are given in the form XNNN, where X represents the protein chain and NNN represents the sequence number of the residue within that chain). In the following descriptions, the structure derived from data set II will be discussed unless otherwise noted. The standard deviation of the electron density, , is taken as the variation between the electron densities of the 30 noncrystallographic asymmetric units in the averaging procedure. The relationship between this value and the 'average electron density', av , is approximately 2 = av .
VP1
The N terminus of VP1 forms an amphipathic helix Every residue in VP1 could be seen clearly with mainchain density of at least 3.0 standard deviations, 3. The amphipathic helix, previously observed and modeled from residue 1005 to 1012 [3] , is now seen to extend from 1001 to 1012. The sidechains for residues 1001-1004 are not visible in the averaged electron-density map. This amphipathic helix lies on the interior of the virus particle along the icosahedral fivefold axis.
Hydrophobic binding pocket
The hydrophobic pocket is 'open' and contains a pocket factor in the structure derived from data set I, as observed by Oliveira et al. [3] . This open conformation is similar to that observed in other rhinoviruses and enteroviruses that contain a pocket factor or an antiviral compound. The pocket factor is more clearly defined after refinement, and its size and shape are consistent with a twelve-carbon fatty acid (C 12 O 2 H 22 ). The head group of the modeled fatty acid lies at the more solvent accessible end of the hydrophobic pocket and is anchored by two hydrogen bonds (Fig. 1) . The sidechains that lie within 4 Å of the pocket factor are indicated in Figure 1a and all lie at the solvent accessible end of the pocket. The electron density is weaker further from the head group of the modeled fatty acid, which could indicate that the pocket is occupied by fatty acids of variable length or could be because the aliphatic tail is more flexible, as there are no anchoring hydrogen bonds and no close van der Waals contacts.
The electron density from data set II has been interpreted as the superposition of two structures for the GH loop and strand H (residues 1210 to 1218) (Fig. 1b) . Strand H lies across the top of the hydrophobic pocket close to the surface of the viral capsid forming the floor of the canyon. One conformation of the strand corresponds to the open form of the pocket, with the strand protruding and lifting the canyon floor. In the other conformation, the pocket is 'closed', resembling the native structure observed in HRV14 and the closely related HRV3 [21] , with Met1214 (1221 in HRV14) in an extended conformation across the pocket factor binding site. In the closed conformation, a water molecule was modeled to take the position that the head group of the pocket factor occupied in the open form. The presence of the water molecule was inferred from the height of the density in this position and from the presence of a solvent molecule in the same position in HRV16-antiviral compound complexes, where the compound binds further into the hydrophobic end of the pocket (ATH, IM, DC Pevear and MGR, unpublished results).
The electron density for the pocket factor is discontinuous in the high resolution structure with a break between the strong electron density of the head group and the central portion and also a break towards the end of the tail of the pocket factor. There is a spherical shell of radius 3 Å, where the density approaches zero height, around each of the two alternative sulfur positions for Met1214. This is most likely a truncation effect due to the incompleteness of the data and would explain the two breaks of density in the pocket factor. Alternatively, the density interpreted as pocket factor, assumed to be a fatty acid, could be a solvent molecule plus a moiety the shape of a short aliphatic hydrocarbon. However, it would seem more likely that the pocket factor is a frequently occurring cellular product such as a fatty acid.
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Figure 1
The hydrophobic pocket in VP1. 
Ion-binding site
There is high electron density near the exterior of the virus on the icosahedral fivefold axis at a distance of 152Å from the center of the virion. This was interpreted as a Ca 2+ ion liganded by the NE2 atoms of five symmetryrelated histidines and a putative water molecule on the fivefold axis, towards the external side of the virus (Fig. 2a) . The coordination distances of the NE2 atoms to the ion are 2.0 Å. Chemical considerations suggest that there could be a seventh oxygen ligand lying below the ion away from the fivefold symmetry axis. A water molecule performing this function would only occupy one of the five possible symmetry sites around each icosahedral symmetry axis, resulting in electron density too weak to be observed.
The intensity of the ion electron-density peak is slightly stronger than that of the most intense sulfur peaks in the averaged electron-density maps. Therefore, if the ion is a Ca 2+ or Zn 2+ , the site is not fully occupied. The height of the electron density for the histidines is weaker than most of the protein electron density, suggesting that these residues are not well ordered. This could be because the ion site is not completely occupied or because the coordination does not obey the noncrystallographic symmetry.
There is a second group of five symmetry-related histidines (His1228) which may be interacting with the liganding histidines (His1134) (Fig. 2a) . However, in the refined structure, the distance of 3.5 Å between the nitrogens (which Calcium has been implicated previously in the uncoating process of a number of icosahedral viruses [22] [23] [24] . In HRV14, the equivalent site is most probably occupied by a Ca 2+ ion [25] . In HRV16, the crystallization conditions include 20 mM Ca 2+ , suggesting that the metal ion site on the fivefold axis is also occupied by a Ca 2+ ion. However, no nitrogen atom has been observed as a ligand to a Ca 2+ ion in a protein structure before, although pyridine bases have been observed as Ca 2+ ligands in nucleotide complexes [26] with a nitrogen to Ca 2+ distance of 2.7 Å. The refined liganding distance between the nitrogen and Ca 2+ ions of 2.0 Å is rather short; a distance closer to 2.5-2.6 Å would be more typical. When there are six or more ligands, as in HRV16, the expected ligand distance would be longer rather than shorter. Shifts of the histidine ligands above and below the plane of the Ca 2+ ion might allow a more appropriate distance. The site of the ion on a symmetry axis constrains the refinement to find the averaged position of the ligands, but it is possible that the liganding residues may lack fivefold symmetry.
On the other hand, histidine residues are quite frequently found to ligand Zn 2+ ions, with a typical nitrogen-zinc distance of 2.2 Å in protein crystal structures. A study of Zn 2+ ion complexes from the Cambridge Structural Database [27] reports that a coordination number of 5 or 6 is most common for a nitrogen ligand, and also reports structures with five nitrogen ligands and one or two oxygens. Zn 2+ has also been implicated in the rhinovirus life cycle [26, 28, 29] , with evidence that Zn 2+ can be effective as a cold remedy [30] [31] [32] . It is, therefore, possible that Zn 2+ may have been carried through the HRV16 purification process from the HeLa cells in which the virus was grown.
VP2
The N terminus of VP2 (residues 2001-2009) is not visible in HRV16 or most other picornaviruses. There is some weak, uninterpreted electron density on the icosahedral threefold axis near where the three symmetry-related N termini of VP2 come together. The structure based on data set II confirmed the presence of a cis proline at residue 2083 in the loop between strands C and D (Fig. 2b) .
Residues 2159-2163 in the so-called puff region of VP2, which corresponds to the neutralizing immunogenic site NIm II in HRV14, is badly defined with weak density for the mainchain atoms and no density for sidechain atoms. The two C-terminal residues 2260 and 2261 (not modeled by Oliveira et al.) could be clearly recognized. The amino acid type for residues 2024, 2026 and 2071 had been wrongly assigned in the original structure determination [3] . There is now good agreement between the published sequence [33] and the electron density for these residues (Thr2024, Gln2026 and Trp2071).
VP3
VP3 was the best defined protein in the original structure determination. Using data set II, an additional cis peptide bond has now been identified at Pro3093 in the loop between strands C and D, similar to the cis peptide in VP2.
The electron density for residue 3218 in VP3 was inconsistent with the histidine assigned in the published sequence [33] . The electron density suggested that the residue could be an aspartate, which is a conserved residue in this position in all the picornaviruses except for hepatitis A and bovine enterovirus. The identity of this residue in HRV16 was confirmed as an aspartate on re-examination of the sequencing gels.
VP4
VP4 is less well defined than the other protein chains, which is reflected in the high temperature factors along most of its length. However, the electron density was visible in maps calculated using coefficients F obs exp(i␣ back ) and maps calculated using coefficients (F obs -F calc )exp(i␣ calc ), where the residues in question were omitted from the structure-factor calculation using coefficients (F calc )exp(i␣ calc ). There is relatively strong electron density just below the N-terminal ␤ cylinder formed by VP3 in a position close to that observed for the N terminus of VP4 in poliovirus and coxsackievirus B3. This has been interpreted as the myristate head group and the N-terminal residues of VP4 ( Fig. 3a) . Two ␤ strands (4001-4007 and 4023-4029) were recognized, which, together with the N-terminal strands from four symmetry-related molecules, form a ten-stranded, antiparallel, twisted ␤ cylinder around the base of the fivefold axis (Fig. 3b ). The N-terminal helices of VP1 pack around the outside of this ␤ cylinder.
There is a network of hydrogen bonds close to the head of the myristate including a hydrogen bond linking the carbonyl oxygen of the myristate, to the hydroxyl group of Tyr1006 in the N-terminal amphipathic helix of the neighboring VP1 (Fig. 3c ). While the head group and the first five carbon atoms of the myristate are well defined, there is weak or no electron density for the rest of the aliphatic chain. However, there are two pentagonal slabs of density centered on the fivefold axis with arms rather like a starfish, which suggest that the tail of the fatty acids come together to form a twisted barrel that runs inwards towards the virion center, as has been suggested for footand-mouth disease virus type C [34] . The residues which face inwards from the two N-terminal strands of VP4 (Gly4001, Ala4002, Val4004, Phe4027 and Leu4029) are hydrophobic in this portion of the ten-stranded ␤ barrel, providing a good environment for the aliphatic portion of the myristate. The sidechains become more hydrophilic closer to the center of the virion where they are in closer proximity to the RNA. However, the electron density becomes more featureless as VP4 penetrates into the RNA, with residues 4008 to 4022 being invisible.
VP4 was only modeled up to residue 4044, although VP4 actually has 68 residues. However, there is more or less continuous, but lower, density that is in essentially the same position as the mainchain residues 4045-4068 of VP4 in HRV14. There is little evidence for the position of sidechains, although a slab of density is in the same position as the sidechain of Phe4052 in HRV14. This density was consistently one of the highest peaks in (F obs -F calc )exp(i␣ calc ) electron-density maps. The C terminus of VP4 is, therefore, in the vicinity of the N terminus of VP2, as would be anticipated by the final maturation cleavage of VP0 into VP2 and VP4 [4] .
Analysis of temperature factors
The quality of the electron density is unusually good in places where the temperature factor is rather high (> 50 Å 2 ). A possible explanation is that the phasing can be rather accurate in the presence of high noncrystallographic symmetry. The temperature factors for the two refined native models show similar trends (Table 2) , with areas of well defined secondary structure having the lower temperature factors while higher temperature factors are associated with residues in exposed loops (Fig. 4 ). VP3 and VP2 are more ordered than VP1; the temperature factors are most extreme in the case of VP4. VP4 lies within the viral capsid and presumably interacts with RNA along most of its length. As the single strand of RNA is not icosahedrally ordered for the most part, the conformation of VP4 is affected both by its interactions with the other viral proteins and its non-icosahedral interactions with the RNA. The temperature factors are lowest at the radius where the protein atom concentration is highest (Fig. 4b) .
Research Article High-resolution structure of HRV16 Hadfield et al. 433 Table 2 Data collection and refinement statistics of HRV16. *Images were collected using Kodak X-ray film at CHESS [3] . The oscillation angle was 0.3°; data were processed according to Rossmann [52] and Rossmann et al. [53] . † Images were collected using Fuji image plates at beamline F1, CHESS and scanned using 100 m raster step size with a Fuji BAS2000 scanner. The oscillation angle was 0.25°; data were processed with the HKL package [54] . ‡ The data were all collected at a temperature of 4°C and using X-rays with a wavelength of 0.91 Å. Exposure times for the image plates ranged from 8 to 20 s. § Crystallographic refinement performed using X-PLOR [60] , with Engh-Huber [62] parameter sets.
Three structures for HRV16-drug complexes have also been determined and refined (ATH, IM, DC Pevear and MGR, unpublished results). The temperature factors for the native structure and the virus-drug complex structures were compared and found to be similar for the most part. Figure 4a shows the residues where the difference in the average mainchain temperature factors for the native structure and for the HRV16-drug complexes is greater than one standard deviation. The larger differences are concentrated around the hydrophobic pocket in VP1 with all eight ␤ strands from VP1 having lower temperature factors in the presence of an antiviral compound and, therefore, having less conformational flexibility than they do in the native structure. Similarly, the ion-binding site in two loops of VP1 becomes more occupied and the residues holding the ion in place become more ordered when the virus is complexed with an antiviral compound. This observation is consistent with the apparent increase in occupancy of the ion in the presence of the Winthrop (WIN) antiviral compounds (ATH, IM, DC Pevear and MGR, unpublished results). The differences in temperature factors between the native and complexed structures at the N terminus of VP3 were surprising. However, as residues 3014-3043 lie below the ␤ barrel of VP1 the increase in order in this area in the presence of antiviral compounds is presumably propagated through interactions between VP3 and VP1.
Solvent molecules
The solvent molecules that have been included were identified in noncrystallographic symmetry averaged electrondensity maps and, therefore, are icosahedrally ordered. Figure 4b shows an analysis of both temperature factors and the number of protein and solvent atoms as a function of the radius of the virus particle. There is a bimodal distribution of solvent molecules, with peaks on the outer and inner surfaces of the viral protein shell. There are fewer water molecules within the hydrophobic core of the viral capsid, but the temperature factors are lower in this region, where the water molecules have a greater number of potential hydrogen-bonding partners. The population of solvent molecules is greatest at distances of 135-140Å from the center of the particle. There is another, slightly
Research Article High-resolution structure of HRV16 Hadfield et al. 435 lower peak at 110-115 Å on the inside of the capsid where the viral protein is assumed to be interacting with the RNA. It is probable that a number of electron-density peaks are due to other ions which have been packaged along with the RNA to neutralize its charge. Some peaks could also be phosphate ions, which would also make favorable interactions with charged groups on the interior of the capsid. Studies on poliovirus suggest that a single virion encapsidates about 4900 K + ions, 900 Na + ions, 110 Mg 2+ ions and a few molecules of spermidine and putrescine [35] . In correspondence with the decrease in the order of the protein in the interior of the particle, the average temperature factor of the solvent molecules also increases. However, these molecules have been kept in the model because they consistently appeared in symmetry-averaged electron-density maps at a level where the protein density was well defined (3) and also appeared in difference maps when they were omitted from the model.
RNA structure
The averaged electron-density maps calculated using each data set show electron-density features within the capsid which cannot be assigned to viral protein (Fig. 5a ). These features are strongest in the electron-density maps calculated using data set I, where the low resolution data are most complete. This density can be modeled as icosahedrally ordered RNA bases within the viral capsid. The strongest density is a flattened shape which lies at a distance of 4.0 Å from, and parallel to, the sidechain of Trp2038; a purine fits this density better than a pyrimidine. Another piece of flattened electron density is observed further into the interior of the particle, which is consistent with the size and shape of a pyrimidine.
There is a separation of 3.5 Å between the planes of these two bases, consistent with them being two consecutive ribonucleotides. Similar electron density has been observed stacking against this residue in HRV14 [36] , poliovirus [16, 37] and coxsackievirus B3 [12] . Trp2038 is conserved throughout the picornaviruses and lies between the pseudo-threefold axis, where VP1, VP2 and VP3 come into contact, and the icosahedral twofold axis. Trp2038 is also on the edge of the trefoil depression, observed in the poliovirus empty capsid, which was proposed to bind RNA [38] . Another pair of bases can be tentatively identified stacking against residue Tyr1055. These bases also lie between the pseudo-threefold axis and the icosahedral twofold axis. Again, the density closest to the tyrosine corresponds well to the size of a purine base at a distance of 4 Å from the plane of the tyrosine. The second base lies with its plane 3.5 Å further towards the center of the viral particle. Residues 2038 and 1055 are situated at opposite ends of the interpentamer interface about the same distance from the twofold axis (Fig. 5b) . The tryptophan residues in two adjacent pentamers are 34 Å apart, a distance corresponding to the length of one complete turn in a helical strand of RNA.
The inner surface of the protein coat is slightly concave between these two residues.
Effect of substitutions at Trp2038 on viability of HRV16
Four different single mutations were introduced at Trp2038 by site-directed mutagenesis. After mutant transcripts were transfected into HeLa cells, virus yield was determined after 48 h incubation at 35°C (Table 3) . Trp2038→Phe is the only viable mutant, with about an eightfold lower titer than compared to wild type. Mutants with histidine, valine and glycine substitutions produced no infectivity; the very low titer observed with these substitutions was probably due to revertants.
Discussion
The hydrophobic binding pocket HRV14, a major group rhinovirus, was the first rhinovirus structure to be determined. The structure contained no pocket factor, although pocket factors were subsequently observed in all poliovirus [16, 37, 39] , coxsackievirus B3 [12] and bovine enterovirus [40] structure determinations. The uncoating of bovine enterovirus can be inhibited by fatty acids. In addition, HRV1A, a minor receptor group rhinovirus, was found to contain a small pocket factor [11] .
These observations were correlated with the ability of WIN compounds to inhibit attachment to the cellular receptor. On binding to HRV14, WIN compounds cause the conformation of the pocket to change from closed to open, thereby also changing the conformation of the floor of the canyon. WIN compounds are known to inhibit attachment in major group rhinoviruses, such as HRV14 and HRV16, but not in minor group rhinoviruses, such as HRV1A. In HRV1A, it was shown that displacement of the pocket factor by a WIN compound did not substantially alter the floor of the canyon. Hence, it was a considerable surprise [3] to observe a pocket factor in HRV16. This observation suggested that there is a dynamic equilibrium between the binding of a pocket factor or WIN compound and the binding of receptor [3, 41, 42] . The function of the Trp2038→His  CAT  100  Trp2038→Val  GTG  100  Trp2038→Gly GGT 10 *HeLa cells (7.5 × 10 6 ) were incubated with 2 g of transcripts from mutant cDNA in 200 g ml -1 DEAE dextran for 60 min at 23°C. Monolayers were washed with 10 ml phosphate buffered saline, then overlaid with 2.5 ml medium. After incubation at 35°C for 2 days, the cells were scraped free in the spent medium, the cell suspension was freeze-thawed three times, the cell debris was pelleted and the supernatant was collected and titrated.
pocket factor is, therefore, thought to regulate the capsid stability prior to cell entry when the virus has to disassemble [3, 16, 18, 42] .
The 2.15 Å electron density-map of HRV16 shows both an open and a closed conformation of the pocket simultaneously. The partial substitution observed in this case supports the idea that HRV14 might bind a pocket factor weakly, but under the crystallization conditions (and longterm dialysis) it has dissociated. The binding affinity of the pocket factor, the stability of the virus and the affinity to the receptor all need to be carefully balanced in a viable virus.
The fivefold axis
The icosahedral fivefold axis has been suggested as a port of exit for the RNA during infection [43, 44] . It has also been noted [12] that the shape of the channel along the fivefold axis in picornaviruses and the positioning of an ion at the 'top' of the axis is very similar to the shape of the fivefold channel in X174 [23] , where the fivefold axis is known to be the port of exit of the DNA. The fivefold axis has also been proposed to be the port of exit for RNA in the nodaviruses [45] and, more recently, the tetraviruses [46] , where a pentameric bundle of helices is observed lying just below the particle surface. An alternative proposition for the uncoating of picornaviruses is the separation of the protomeric building blocks [38] , reminiscent of the effect of removing Ca 2+ from tomato bushy stunt virus [47] .
In HRV16, the fivefold axis is capped with an ion liganded by histidine residues (Fig. 6 ). The ion is surrounded by symmetry-related copies of VP1, which are held together through the liganding of the ion and by association with the N terminus of VP3. The second constriction on the fivefold axis occurs where five copies of VP3 come together around the fivefold axis, forming a parallel ␤ cylinder. Below VP3, two strands from each of five symmetry-related copies of VP4 form a twisted, antiparallel ␤ cylinder, with the myristate at the N terminus forming a plug below the ␤ barrel of VP3. The amphipathic helix at the N terminus of VP1 (Figs 3c and 6) packs against the outside of the ten-stranded ␤ barrel of VP4. The internal diameter of the helical bundle is greater than 22 Å, similar to the comparable helical bundle observed in Nudaurelia ω capensis virus [46] , and is sufficient to accommodate single-stranded RNA once VP4 is externalized.
It is known that, as a first stage in viral infection, VP4 is lost from the viral particle [48, 49] . This can be induced ÿby acidic conditions or by incubation with the receptor, ICAM-1. The loss of VP4 is accompanied by the externalization of the N terminus of VP1, which was predicted
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Figure 6
A schematic diagram representing VP1 of HRV16, showing the binding site of the pocket factor (shown in ball-and-stick representation) and the WIN antiviral compounds (shown in pale blue). A cation on the fivefold axis is shown in yellow. The N termini of VP1, VP3 and VP4 also interact around the fivefold axis. One copy of each of VP1 and the N termini of VP3 and VP4 are shown as blue, red and green ribbon diagrams, respectively. The myristylated N terminus of VP4 is labelled (MYR). (The diagram was created using MOLSCRIPT [64] .)
to be an amphipathic helix [18] . VP4, with its myristate forming a hydrophobic plug, is well positioned to leave the particle along a channel up the fivefold symmetry axis. The hydrogen bond observed in HRV16 between the N-terminal residue of VP4 and the N terminus of the VP1 helix could induce the externalization of the amphipathic helix along with the exit of VP4. It is notable that residues 14-63 of VP1 have no regular secondary structure, which is an energetic advantage in the externalization of the N terminus of VP1.
The hydrophobic constriction close to the inside of the particle is due to residues 3002-3010, which become more rigid in the presence of antiviral compounds, as indicated by the comparison of temperature factors. Similarly, the ion-binding site becomes more occupied and the residues holding the ion in place become more ordered when the virus is complexed with an antiviral compound. The presence of an antiviral compound also prevents uncoating, from which we can infer that the flexibility observed in the native state is important for uncoating to proceed.
Residues at the N terminus of VP3 and in VP1 around the ion-binding site also become disordered upon acidification of rhinovirus, a condition which induces uncoating [44] .
The reduction in flexibility in the VP1 ␤ barrel and the N terminus of VP3 on binding antiviral compounds is consistent with mechanisms of infectivity that require separation of protomeric building blocks in the vicinity of VP1, including the mechanism of Hogle [38] . However, VP4 and the N terminus of VP1 do not seem as conveniently located to exit at the pseudo-threefold axes.
RNA
In the crystal structure of cowpea chlorotic mottle virus, Trp47 interacts with RNA [24] and has been shown to be necessary for the assembly of full, RNA containing particles (X Zhang, M Young and RJ Kuhn, personal communication). Binding of RNA to pentamers and full capsids has been observed in poliovirus [50] where the RNA induces conformational changes that might initiate the assembly process. Trp2038, which is associated with putative RNA density in rhino-, coxsackie-and polioviruses, is present in all picornaviruses and is well placed to bind a strand of RNA across the interface between two pentamers, which might catalyze the assembly process.
The tyrosine residue observed to interact with RNA in VP1 lies on the part of VP1 which is disordered in empty particles of HRV16 (WW Farrar, MAO, MGR, unpublished results). In poliovirus, the corresponding residue would be a histidine and is two residues away from the first ordered residue observed in the poliovirus empty capsid structure [38] . It is possible that interaction between the RNA and this residue is partly responsible for the disorder→order transition between empty and full virions.
Biological implications
Rhinoviruses belong to the picornavirus family and are small, icosahedral, non-enveloped particles containing one positive RNA strand. Rhino-and enteroviruses can be inhibited by a variety of capsid-binding compounds that inhibit uncoating and, in some cases, attachment. Some of these compounds have now been through clinical trials, including tests where HRV16 was used as a pathogen.
Hence, an analysis of the HRV16 structure and its properties was initiated and reported on some time ago [3] . In this paper, we report a higher resolution structure which shows a number of new details relevant to viral cell entry, RNA packaging and properties of the hydrophobic pocket in VP1 that binds the antiviral compounds.
The refined structure shows previously unobserved portions of VP1 and VP4. VP4, which is myristylated, and the N terminus of VP1 interact at the fivefold axis. Differences are observed in the flexibility of the protein along this axis in the presence of compounds which prevent uncoating of the virus. Together, this information suggests that the loss of VP4 and externalization of the N terminus of VP1, which are the preliminary steps in virion uncoating, may occur at the fivefold axis. Release of an ion that binds on the fivefold axis near the outside of the virion, accompanied by increased flexibility around the channel around the fivefold axis, may allow VP4 to leave the particle. When VP4 leaves the particle, VP1 may become externalized in the same process through hydrogen-bonding contacts with VP4. The amphipathic helices observed at the N termini of five symmetry-related copies of VP1 are well placed to form a pore through the membrane for the eventual release of RNA along this axis.
Icosahedrally ordered RNA was observed to bind at a tryptophan and a phenylalanine site close to the interface between adjacent pentamers. Non-conservative mutations of the tryptophan results in non-viable virus. The tryptophan may play a role in the assembly of icosahedral particles from pentameric intermediates.
Materials and methods
Virus preparation and crystal growth
HRV16 was prepared and crystallized as previously described [3] . The virus crystallized in space group P2 1 2 1 2, with cell dimensions a = 362.56, b = 347.11, c = 334.90 Å. The crystallographic twofold axis coincides with an icosahedral twofold symmetry axis, allowing for 30-fold noncrystallographic symmetry averaging.
Site-directed mutagenesis of HRV16
The original stock of HRV16 was a gift from EC Dick, University of Wisconsin, Madison. HRV16 was passaged in mycoplasma free H1-HeLa cells [33] . HRV16 full-length duplex complementary DNA clone was constructed as previously described [2] . This cDNA clone (pR16.11) produces infectious transcripts (WL and RRR, unpublished results).
Site-directed mutations were introduced into VP2 using a mutagenesis cassette vector and synthetic oligodeoxyribonucleotide primers. The cassette vector (p1AB; Fig. 7 ) was constructed by inserting the HpaIKpnI (295-1697 nucleotide sequence) fragment of pR16.11 plasmid into the pMJ3 vector.
By using the method of Kunkel [51] , vector p1AB yielded M13-packaged uracil-enriched single-stranded DNA with the opposite sense of virion RNA; mutagenesis was performed as described by Kunkel [51] . The cassette regions of selected mutant plasmids were completely sequenced to confirm that no non-specific mutation crept in during in vitro DNA analysis.
For generating a full-length clone with a site-directed mutation in VP2, the HpaI-NdeI fragment (295-1442 nucleotide sequence) of the pR16.11 plasmid was replaced with a homologous fragment from the mutated p1AB plasmid.
Plasmid pR16.11 DNA, or its mutant derivative, was linearized by SacI restriction enzyme in vitro and transcribed using T7 RNA polymerase [2] . The product was electrophoresed in a 0.8% agarose gel along with a known amount of virion RNA. The gel was stained with ethidium bromide to estimate the amount of full-length transcripts.
Infectivity of transcripts was assayed in 100 mm monolayers of H1-HeLa cells (7.5 million cells). The monolayers were transfected with 2 g RNA as described [2] . Transfected monolayers were incubated at 35°C for 2 days. Cells were scraped free in the spent medium, the cell suspension was freeze-thawed three times, cell debris was pelleted and supernatant was collected and titered. Infectivity of whole virus was assayed in 60 mm monolayers of H1-HeLa cells (2.5 million cells), as described [2] .
Data collection and processing
Both native data sets were collected at the Cornell High Energy Synchrotron Source (CHESS). Data set I (extending to 2.9 Å resolution) was collected on film [3] , processed and refined (Table 2 ) using the Purdue University suite of programs [52, 53] . The more recent data set II (extending to 2.1 Å resolution) was collected on imaging plates with a crystal-to-film distance short enough to record more of the high resolution reflections than had been possible for data set I. Data set II was processed and refined using the HKL package [54] (Table 2) .
Particle position and orientation
The particle orientation was re-determined by fitting a standard icosahedron to the peaks in a rotation function computed using data between 4 and 3.5 Å resolution. The single translational parameter and the single rotational parameter were then examined in a rigid-body refinement procedure using the original structure [3] . The position of the particle was checked once more using an iterative averaging process which minimized the scatter of electron density between noncrystallographically related subunits [55] , but no further shift in particle position was observed.
Phase refinement and electron-density calculations
Parallel versions of programs developed at Purdue University were used for electron-density calculations and modification [56] . The first cycle of electron-density averaging always used unit weights for all reflections to avoid biasing towards the starting model. New structure factors (F back ) and phases (␣ back ) were calculated in each cycle by back-transforming the averaged electron-density map. The next cycle began with the calculation of an electron-density map using coefficients F obs exp(i␣ back ). After two or three cycles, a geometric combination of Sim weights and Rayment weights [57] were used. For data set II, which was rather incomplete, calculated structure factors were included in the electrondensity map after three cycles of averaging, with weights equal to the average in the resolution shell. Iterative cycles of electron-density averaging and phase combination were performed until there was no further improvement in the correlation between the observed structure factors and the back-transformed structure factors (approximately ten cycles). A spherical shell with an outer radius of 165 Å and inner radius of 80 Å was used as a mask for averaging.
Model building and map interpretation
Model building was performed using the program O [58] . The program PROCHECK [59] was used to monitor the geometry of the model at various stages in refinement. Parts of the model with poor geometry were rebuilt into averaged electron-density maps. Both iteratively averaged maps with coefficients F obs exp(i␣ back ) and difference maps with coefficients (F obs -F calc )exp(i␣ calc ) were used for identifying other inconsistencies in the models. Structure factors were computed using X-PLOR [60] .
Crystallographic refinement
The atomic coordinates for the two models were refined by conjugategradient minimization using X-PLOR [60] . Strict noncrystallographic symmetry was imposed throughout the refinement procedures, thus reducing the number of parameters to those that describe the structure of one noncrystallographic asymmetric unit. The X-ray crystallographic energy term minimized was:
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Figure 7
Construction of the cassette vector p1AB for site-directed mutagenesis. miller indices of the structure-factor amplitudes, w h are the weights for individual reflections and k is a scale factor. The W a used was equal to half the weight obtained by running a short molecular dynamics calculation and comparing the normal of the gradient of the empirical energy terms to the X-ray energy term [61] .
A free R factor was monitored using 10% of the data. This was generally within 0.1% of the working R factor because of the high degree of correlation between the data due to the imposition of noncrystallographic symmetry. The test data were purposely kept fairly large to demonstrate the effect of high noncrystallographic symmetry on the free R factor relative to the working R factor. The Engh-Huber parameters were used to describe the protein in the refinement [62] . A model for the putative fatty acid in the hydrophobic binding pocket was based on the Engh-Huber parameters for glutamate (the atoms around the head group) and CHARMm parameters for the aliphatic carbons [63] . The model for a myristate moiety was similar to the fatty-acid model. A patch was written to covalently link the fatty acid to the N terminus of VP4 based on a peptide linkage. The cation was constrained to the icosahedral fivefold symmetry axis during refinement. Weak force constants were used to restrain the bond distance between the ligands and the ion, to allow the crystallographic data to drive the refinement. The final step was restrained refinement of individual isotropic temperature factors.
The Oliveira et al. model [3] was rebuilt using an averaged electrondensity map calculated at 3.5 Å resolution. This model, including bulk solvent, was refined in X-PLOR by conjugate-gradient minimization using data from 30 to 3.5 Å resolution. The refined structure was used to calculate phases, ␣ calc , directly to 2.15 Å resolution. The phases were combined with the observed amplitudes of data set I (F obs ) to calculate a new electron-density map to 2.9 Å resolution. This 2.9 Å resolution electron-density map was used to initiate 30 cycles of electron-density averaging using the mask described above. The back-transformed phases were used to compute a difference map with coefficients (F obsI -F obsII )exp(i␣ back ). This showed that there was substantially less pocket factor in the virions of crystals used in the collection of data set II. Therefore, the data sets were not combined. The calculated phases were combined with the observed amplitudes from data set II for calculation of an electron-density map to 2.15 Å resolution.
The new averaged electron-density maps were used to rebuild the models. A Ca 2+ ion was placed on the fivefold axis, some ordered water molecules were included and a fatty acid was built to represent the pocket factor in the model based on data set I. The model corresponding to data set I was refined using data from 10 Å to 2.9 Å resolution for 160 steps of Powell minimization [60] , with model inspection and rebuilding after every 40 steps.
A difference map with coefficients (F obsII -F calcII )exp(i␣ calcII ) was calculated after 40 cycles of conjugate-gradient minimization of a model with no pocket factor corresponding to data set II using data from 8.0Å to 2.15 Å. Positive electron density confirmed the presence of the pocket factor. At this point, two alternatives were modeled for residues 1210-1218 in VP1 and some rebuilding was performed. In a map calculated using coefficients F obsII exp(i␣ back ), the averaged electron density for Met1214 had two well defined peaks for the alternate sulfur positions. The heights of these electron-density peaks were roughly equal, implying approximately 50% occupancy of the pocket. The occupancy for each of the alternate conformations was, therefore, set to 0.5. The model was then refined for a further 140 steps of conjugate-gradient minimization, with model inspection and rebuilding after every 40 steps. In these calculations, all the data were used for map calculations, but only the data between 6.0 and 2.1 Å were used for refinement.
Five residues lie within generously allowed regions of the Ramachandran plot: Thr3195, Asn2113, Trp3027, Asp2057 and Asn2030. Of these residues, Thr3195 and Asn2113 form a hydrogen bond at the interface between pentamers. Residues 3027 and 2057 both lie on the inner face of the particle and make contact with two other symmetryrelated protomers within a single pentamer. Residue 2030 also lies on the inner face of the particle and is positioned above a stretch of VP4 which is too poorly ordered to be interpretable. The apparently unusual geometry in this position is probably due to interactions with VP4.
Water molecules were considered real if they had a height above 1.5 of the electron density in both the averaged map (with coefficients F obsIexp(i␣ back )) and a difference map (with coefficients (F obsI -F calc )exp(i␣ calc )) and also had reasonable coordination with the protein or with other water molecules. Each water molecule was refined with full occupancy, but using an independent temperature factor. However, the water molecule that was modeled into the closed conformation of the pocket associated with data set II was assumed to have an occupancy of 0.5.
Accession numbers
The coordinates and structure-factor amplitudes were submitted to the Brookhaven Protein Data Bank prior to publication of this paper (deposition number BNL 3759).
